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CHAUSATH YOGINI TEMPLE 

This article covers “daily current affairs” and the topic details “chausath yogini temple”. This 
topic has relevance in the “art and culture” section of the upsc cse exam. 
For prelims: 
About chausath yogini temple? 

For mains: 
Gs1:  art and culture 

Why in the news? 
Starting september 19, the current special house session will move to the new parliament building. 
The old parliament building, which will be converted into a museum, is thought to be inspired by 
the chausath yogini temple. 

Chausath yogini temples 
 The chausath yogini temple, also known as ekattarso mahadeva temple, is located in mitaoli

village near padaoli in morena district, approximately 40 kilometres from gwalior in madhya
pradesh.

 This temple was built by the kachchhapaghata king devapala during his reign around 1055-1075
ce, according to an inscription dated 1323 ce.

 The chausath yogini temples of india are ancient, roofless shrines built from the 9th to the 12th
century as embodiments of yoginis, female masters of yoga in hindu tantra.

 These sacred spaces are deeply rooted in worshipping the divine feminine force, mainly
embodied by goddesses like parvati.

Temple structure and significance: 
 The chausath yogini temple at mitaoli (m.p) is a characteristic example. Set atop a rocky hill,

this open-air temple is circular in shape and houses niches for 64 yoginis, hence earning the
name ‘chausath’, which means 64 in hindi.

 However, not all temples follow this number; some house 42 or 81 niches, suggesting
different sets of goddesses.

 The temple’s extant structures are scattered across central and northern indian states like
uttar pradesh, madhya pradesh, and odisha.



 

 

 Lost temples have also been identified across the subcontinent, from north to south and east 
to west. 

  
Yoginis:  

 Yoginis are goddesses or adept individuals in tantra. They come from different groups and 
are often shown as female figures with animal heads.  

 Each yogini has unique abilities, like changing into female animals, changing others, and 
flying.  

 They use symbolic objects like skulls and work in unique places, showing their intense and 
risky nature. They share secret tantric knowledge and have extraordinary powers known as 
‘siddhis’. 

 
Rediscovery:  
 Although the significant existing shrines of the 64 yoginis in odisha and madhya pradesh were 

described by alexander cunningham in the 19th century, they were primarily forgotten 
afterwards.  

 In the late 20th century, these temples’ cultural and spiritual significance was revived and 
gradually recognised by scholars and devotees. 



 

 

 While there is no concrete evidence that the architects of the indian parliament visited the 
temple, it is speculated that they may have drawn inspiration from its unusual shape. 

 Historians suggest that lutyens and baker, the architects of the indian parliament, were sent on a 
tour to study indian architecture and may have seen photographs of ancient monuments 
collected by the archaeological survey of india. 

  
 

Sources:  
curtains for old parliament building: the madhya pradesh temple 

believed to have inspired it | explained news – the indian express  
 
Q1. With reference to chausath yogini temples, consider the following statements:  
1. The chausath yogini temple is in mitaoli village in uttar pradesh.  
2. The temple was built by the kachchhapaghata king devapala during his reign around 

1055-1075 ce. 
3. The chausath yogini temples were designed as open -air circular structures to worship 

only parvati.  
(a) 1 and 2 only  
(b) 2 only  
(c) 3 only  
(d) none 
Answer: (b)  
 
Q2. Consider the following: 
1. The architects of the indian parliament, lutyens and baker, visited t he chausath yogini 

temple and drew inspiration from its unique shape.  
2. The chausath yogini temples in india are age-old, latina-style roofed temples 

constructed between the 9th and 12th centuries.  
3. The temple’s extant structures are scattered across central and northern indian states 

like uttar pradesh, madhya pradesh, and odisha.   
How many of the abovementioned statements are correct?  
(a) only one  
(b) only two  
(c) all three  
(d) none  
Answer: (a) 
 
Q3.  There is speculation that the old parliament building in india may have drawn 

inspiration from the chausath yogini temple. Discuss the architecture and 
significance of the chausath yogini temples in india.   

 

Gaurav Nikumbh 
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SANTINIKETAN 
 
This article covers “Daily Current Affairs” and the Topic details “Santiniketan”. This Topic has 
relevance in the Art and Culture section of the UPSC CSE exam. 
  
GS 1: Art and Culture 
  
Why in the news: 
During the 45th Session of the World Heritage Committee in Saudi Arabia on a Sunday, Santiniketan, 
a town in West Bengal, was granted a place on the UNESCO World Heritage list. 
  
Overview 
 Santiniketan, situated in West Bengal’s Birbhum district, is a renowned center of culture and 

education, celebrated for its association with Rabindranath Tagore, a Nobel laureate poet, 
philosopher, and polymath.  

 Its name, “Santiniketan,” translates to “Abode of Peace,” and it was founded by Tagore as an 
experimental hub for education and art, leaving an enduring impact on generations of artists, 
scholars, and thinkers. 

  
Historical Roots 
 Santiniketan’s origins date back to 1901 when Rabindranath Tagore relocated to this serene 

environment, disenchanted with the conventional educational system.  
 His vision was to create an institution that offered holistic education, blending arts, culture, 

and nature. Under his guidance, Santiniketan evolved into a distinctive educational and 
cultural center. 

  
Visva-Bharati University 
 In 1921, Rabindranath Tagore established Visva-Bharati University within Santiniketan, with 

the aim of promoting universal, non-sectarian, and holistic education.  
 Today, Visva-Bharati is a prestigious institution renowned for its focus on arts, literature, and 

social sciences, comprising various schools and centers dedicated to diverse disciplines. 
  
Cultural Significance 
 Santiniketan has played a pivotal role in nurturing Indian art and culture. It was instrumental 

in the development of the Bengal School of Art, a significant movement that emphasized 
traditional Indian art forms, nature, and the essence of the land.  

 The annual Poush Mela and Basanta Utsav (Holi festival) celebrations attract visitors from 
across India, showcasing the nation’s rich cultural heritage through music, dance, theater, and 
more. 

  
Landmarks and Attractions 
 Upasana Griha (Prayer Hall): Designed by Tagore, this red-brick structure serves as a space 

for meditation and prayer. 
 Kala Bhavana: Visva-Bharati’s art college, carrying forward the legacy of the Bengal School of 

Art. 



 

 

 Patha Bhavana: The institution where Rabindranath Tagore’s educational principles are 
actively implemented. 

 Sangeet Bhavana: The music school, dedicated to the study and practice of Indian classical 
music. 

 Rabindra Bhavan: A museum and archive housing Rabindranath Tagore’s personal 
belongings, manuscripts, and artistic works, offering insights into his life and creative process. 

 Khoai: A nearby natural red soil ravine that provides picturesque beauty to the region. 
 
Santiniketan is a testament to Tagore’s vision of an integrated and harmonious approach to 
education and culture, continuing to inspire and enchant visitors worldwide. 
  

SOURCE: 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/kolkata/tagores-abode-santiniketan-now-

a-unesco-world-heritage-site/articleshow/103739674.cms?from=mdr 
  
Q.1  Visva-Bharati University is related to: 
(a)  Rabindranath Tagore 
(b)  Subhash Bose 
(c)  Aurobindo Ghosh 
(d)  Anand Mohan Bose 
ANSWER: A 
  
Q.2  Consider the following statements regarding Santiniketan: 
1. It was instrumental in the development of the Bengal School of Art. 
2. It was established to promote scientific and engineering education. 
 Which of the statements given above is/are correct?  
(a)  1 only 
(b)  2 only 
(c)  Both 1 and 2 
(d)  Neither 1 nor 2 
ANSWER: A 
  
Q.3 Shantiniketan was a centre of excellence in unconventional learning. Discuss the 

relevance of unconventional education systems in the present times 
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